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This past month has been a month of getting back into routine after the Israel trip. Among
the routine, Grant and I, Teirrah, have taken students on college visits to some of our
partnering universities. Grant and I have also been busy visiting local youth groups and
Christian high schools to share about the opportunity Solid Rock provides for young adults. 

If you are interested in having us visit your church, school, or youth group, email me at
teirrah@solidrockmn.org so we can get something set up. 

Favorite Camp Meal: 
Spaghetti and Chicken Alfredo, but honestly
Kari makes everything taste good

Favorite Class: 
My favorite class has been Intro to Bible. I have
never read through the whole Bible before and
it was such a great experience to finally do it. I
also realized how much I love scripture and
being able to read and discuss God's word.

What God has been teaching me:
Honestly, God has been teaching me way too
many things to fit into one post. But the
lesson that I have loved learning is that my
image of God before coming to Solid Rock
was wayyyy off! God isn't some far off
unemotional and uncaring god. He is the
exact opposite. It has been challenging to
remove my old perception of him for the true
one, but it has been easier since drawing
closer to him and being able to experience
God everyday. 

Student Spotlight: Allyssa Welding

Israel Impacts Continued

Many students commented on reading
scripture in a new way already. 
Having an hour to sit on a mountain side in
Nazareth and watch the sunset was a
monumental moment that gave students
quiet space to sit with God
Hiking in the Zin Wilderness brought a new
perspective on the Israelites wandering in
the wilderness for 40 years. Students
mentioned having more grace and
understanding for the Israelites. Hiking in
the desert is more exhausting than they
expected! 
Many students were impacted when
introduced to another ministry on our trip,  
Luke 5 Adventures. This ministry brings
people with disabilities on hikes across the
world and they brought one hiker to Israel.
Some of our students even had the
opportunity to help guide the specialized
wheel chair. 

If you were to ask the students the impact of
the Israel trip right when they got back, there
would have been very few words to describe
their experience. But after having a month to
meditate on all that God had done, many
students are able to articulate the impact the
trip had on their lives. Some common impacts
we hear from students include:

https://www.luke5adventures.org/

